
2022 Lancaster County Trail/Ranch Trail              Elementary, Junior, Senior Divisions 

ALL EXHIBITORS (down the center of the arena): 
1. Enter and wait at cone until acknowledged by Judge. 
2. Work rope gate with a right hand push. 
3. Jog thru box and over the pole as shown.  
4. SR’s - do right lead lope (JR & Elem may continue to jog), circle to the right and enter 

box, then halt.   
5. Perform 360* turn to the right, inside the box. Exit at a jog. 
6. Jog to bridge. At cone, break to walk and walk over bridge.  
7. Continue walking to cone for either Ranch Trail or Basic Trail side and halt. Wait until 

judge indicates you can proceed. 
 
RANCH TRAIL (on the right/East side of arena) 

1. When acknowledged by judge, pick up right lead lope and lope as indicated over log. 
Halt at cone. 

2. Walk to drag, pick up rope (do not dally) and at a walk, drag item from first marker to 
second marker.  

3. Walk to hay bales, move into backing position and back through hay bales as shown. 
4. Jog to 1st barrel. Pick up small bucket of feed, walk around barrels as shown and stop at 

2nd barrel. Pour feed into larger bucket on 2nd barrel. Set small bucket down inside larger 
bucket.  

5. Jog to angled sidepass obstacle. Sidepass over logs, going to the left. 
6. WHEN GATE AREA IS CLEAR, EXIT AT A WALK.  

 
BASIC TRAIL (on the left/West side of arena) 

1. When acknowledged by judge, pick up left lead lope and lope as indicated over poles. 
Halt at cone. 

2. Walk to cone triangle, move into backing position, and back through as indicated (going 
to the left first).  

3. Jog to cone/pole line and continue to jog over each pole ending after the final cone.  
4. Walk to angled sidepass obstacle. Sidepass over logs, going to the left. 
5. WHEN GATE AREA IS CLEAR, EXIT AT A WALK.  
 
PLEASE NOTE: 
- In both Ranch and Basic Trail courses, Elementary riders may choose to jog where it says 
lope on the pattern. 
- Each obstacle will be judged separately. You may choose to pass any obstacle at any time 
before or during the obstacle.  
-  If you have any questions about an obstacle, be sure to ask for clarification in the walk 
through.  
 
YOU know your horse and what you have practiced better than anyone else. We want you to 
have a fun and challenging experience, but also want you to be safe. Please keep this in 
mind as you proceed through your trail course patterns.  Good Luck! 
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